Finding the shortest path in a graph has applications to a wide range of optimization problems. However, algorithmic methods scale with the size of the graph in terms of time and energy. We propose a method to solve the shortest path problem using circuits of nanodevices called memristors and validate it on graphs of different sizes and topologies. It is both valid for an experimentally derived memristor model and robust to device variability. The time and energy of the computation scale with the length of the shortest path rather than with the size of the graph, making this method particularly attractive for solving large graphs with small path lengths.
I. INTRODUCTION
Optimization problems, such as sequence of decisions, resource allocation, or navigation, are omnipresent and important. They can be solved by being mapped to finding the shortest path between two nodes in a graph. Algorithms to do this exist, but the time and energy they consume scale with the size of the graph and thus become prohibitive for large systems. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] In this paper, we propose a method to solve the shortest path problem that scales consistently better than with the size of the graph. Our approach is inspired by biological systems that need to solve optimization problems to be energy efficient. For example, members of ant colonies work in parallel to find the shortest path to their food without supervision. 8 Related algorithms, called ant colony optimization, take inspiration from this phenomenon to solve optimization problems in an approximate but efficient way. [9] [10] [11] More broadly, the field of swarm intelligence provides optimization algorithms inspired from animal populations.
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However, these algorithms are limited when they run on conventional hardware, which computes in a mostly sequential way.
Pershin and Di Ventra proposed to solve the shortest path problem directly in hardware, using nanodevices called memristors, which have dynamics that provide reinforcement mechanisms similar to the ones at play in the ant colony optimization. [15] [16] [17] [18] Memristors are defined by having conductances that change when subjected to electrical current. [19] [20] [21] As a voltage is applied to a network of memristors forming a graph, more current will flow through the shortest branch because that branch has the lowest resistance. This increased flow will cause an increase of conductance of the memristors on the shortest path, attracting even more current. When steady state is reached, the memristors on the shortest path have a much larger conductance than the ones on the longer paths, making it possible to electrically read out the shortest path.
In this work, we build on Pershin and Di Ventra's idea and propose a modified method. The advantage of this method is that it does not require prior knowledge about the shortest path. We show that the time and energy consumed by this method scale with the length of the shortest path rather than with the size of the graph, which makes it potentially more efficient than algorithmic methods.
Sections II and III provide background on memristors and describe how they can be used to find the shortest path in a graph. Sections IV and V present our method and validate it through numerical simulations of large numbers of randomly generated graphs of various sizes and topologies. We show that it is valid for realistic experimentally-derived memristor model and parameters, and that it is robust to device variability. Section VI addresses the key advantage of this method by showing that the time and energy it consumes scales with the length of the shortest path. Finally, Section VII addresses the hardware implementation of this method.
II. MEMRISTOR-BASED OPTIMIZATION
Memristors are a class of devices that exhibit hysteretic behavior: their electrical conductance can be modified in a non-volatile fashion. The conductance can take values between two extreme states. The device is said to be "ON" or "OFF" when in its highest or lowest conductance state, respectively. The conductance can be repeatedly increased and decreased by running current through the device.
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A graph can be represented by a circuit of memristors: the nodes of the graph are electrical junctions connected by memristors implementing the edges of the graph. An example is shown in Figure 1 (a): each black dot corresponds to a node and each colored rectangle to a memristor. The goal is to find the shortest path between the start and end nodes, marked by green stars in Figure  1(a) .
A voltage is applied across these nodes, causing current to flow through the circuit. The system is initialized with all memristors in their OFF state. The shortest path, i.e., composed of the lowest number of memristors, is more conductive than the other paths. As a consequence of Kirchhoff laws, more current flows through the memristors on the shortest path than through the other arXiv:1809.04677v1 [cs.ET] 12 Sep 2018
memristors. This causes their conductance to increase, drawing even more current to them and thus creating a reinforcement mechanism. On the other hand, the memristors outside the shortest path have little current flowing through them so their conductance does not increase. This behavior is shown in Figure 1 (b) which presents the evolution of the conductance of the memristors belonging to the shortest path (in red) and the others (in black) versus time. After some time, the system reaches a steady state where the memristors on the shortest path are ON while the others are OFF. This state is depicted in Figure 1(a) , where the conductance of each memristor is represented by the color of the rectangle. The successfully found shortest path can be visually observed in red, contrasting with the rest of the graph in purple. As their state is non-volatile, the voltage across the circuit can be turned off and the individual memristors can be measured in order to determine the shortest path (as described in Section IV).
Note that the shortest path is found here without supervision: it emerges from the dynamical evolution of the system. Furthermore, the computation is parallel, with each memristor evolving at the same time. This parallelism is key to how the time and energy consumed by the computation scale as the size of the problem increases, as detailed in Section VI.
III. MEMRISTOR MODELS
In this work we consider both a simple generic memristor model as well as a more complex realistic memristor model, derived from experiments. We start by studying a simple generic memristor model, where
where I is the current though a memristor and V the voltage across it. G ON = 10 −1 S and G OFF = 10 −4 S are the extreme conductance states of the memristors. x is an internal state variable, bounded between 0 and 1, describing the conductance dynamics of the device. The conductance can be increased by running current through the device.
where γ = 10 6 A −1 s −1 , and τ = 0.1 s is the decay constant of the device. The decay term shows that the devices are not strictly non-volatile, but are practically so on useful time scales. We numerically simulate the evolution of circuits of such devices by solving Kirchhoff equations at each junction. Because of the linear relationship between current and voltage in this model, the dynamics of the circuit can be described as a system of linear equations, which allow us to perform a large number of simulations.
In order to validate our results, we also use the memristor model developed by Chang et al., with the device parameters they extracted from experiments. 22 The model corresponds to a Pd/WO 3 /W stack. Applying a voltage across the device induces oxygen vacancy migration in the oxide. The width and length of the created conducting filament determine the conductance of the device, through the internal state variable x.
where α = 5 × 10
and τ = 10 s are device parameters.
Note that in this model, the polarity of the voltage matters, as it can grow or shrink the filament. Since most optimization problems map to directed graphs, devices sensitive to the polarity of the voltage could be an asset. For broader applications, schemes where two memristors of opposed polarities are connected in parallel for each edge could be used, as proposed in Ref. 16 . Furthermore, other types of memristors, such as phase-change memories, are not sensitive to the polarity of the voltage across them. [23] [24] [25] [26] The non-linear form of the current-voltage relationship complicates the solution of the system of equations, leading us to use a commercial circuit simulator to solve the system of equations.
IV. CONTROL VOLTAGE
We examine the importance of the control voltage, i.e., the voltage applied across the circuit, and show that using a constant voltage is not practical for applications. Panels (a), (c) and (d) of Figure 1 show the steady state of one single graph after application of three different voltages, as described in Section II. The generic linear memristor model described in Section III was used. In Figure 1(a) , where a voltage of 4 mV was applied, the computation was successful. However, Figures 1(c) and 1(d) show examples of incorrect computation. In Figure  1 (c) the voltage (1 mV) was too low to significantly increase the conductance of any memristor. On the other hand, in Figure 1(d) , the voltage (10 mV) was too high so the conductance of some memristors on longer paths was increased comparatively to those on the shortest path. Only an optimal range of control voltage leads to a successful computation of the shortest path.
To investigate the role of the control voltage on the computation, we define a metric of success for solving the shortest path problem. The input of the problem is the topology of the memristor circuit, i.e., the graph. In order to read the output of the computation (once steady state is reached or after the evolution of the system is stopped by the user, as we describe in Section V), we proceed as follows. The shortest path starts with the start node -where the voltage source is applied -and is constructed node by node. The conductance of each memristor connected to this node is measured. The next node on the shortest path is the one connected to the current node through the highest conductance memristor. This process is repeated until the end node -the node connected the ground -is reached. This method allows the user to read the shortest path by probing only a fraction of the memristors in the network, proportional to the length of the shortest path. For this method to read the correct shortest path, it is required that at each step, the measured memristor belonging to the shortest path has a higher conductance than the others. We thus define as metric of success, ∆G, the smallest difference in conductance between a memristor on the shortest path and a memristor outside the path but connected to the same node of the path. The shortest path problem is successfully solved if ∆G > 0. The highest possible success is ∆G max = G ON − G OFF . In the successful example of Figure 1(a) , ∆G ∆G max , as observed in Figure 1(b) . On the other hand, the results in Figures 1 (c) and (d) both exhibit ∆G 0.
In order to determine the optimal control voltage, we have generated thousands of graphs of different sizes, based on a square grid with randomly removed edges, similar to the one shown in Figure 1 . The start and end nodes were selected randomly for each graph. Dead end branches, which would lead to floating memristors, where removed and so were nodes not connected to the start and end nodes. We only selected graphs that had a unique shortest path. We generated graphs using different grid sizes and different probabilities for edges to be removed. The correct shortest path was determined using the standard Breadth First Search algorithm.
For each graph, the corresponding circuit was numerically simulated at various control voltages. The optimal control voltage is the voltage at which ∆G is the highest. Figure 1(e) shows that the optimal voltage is proportional to the length of the shortest path. In order to turn on a memristor, the time derivative of its x must be non-negative when x approaches 1, i.e, the voltage across the device is greater than 1 γτ GON . The lowest control voltage to achieve this is N γτ GON , where N is the number of memristors on the shortest path. This optimal control voltage will turn on the shortest path but not any longer paths. As observed in Figure 1 (e), this matches simulation results. Our simulations show that using a constant control voltage too far from the optimal control voltage gives results like those in panels (c) and (d) Fig. 1 , making such an appraoch impractical for applications for which the length of the shortest path is not known in advance.
V. USING A VOLTAGE RAMP
We propose a method that does not require prior knowledge of the shortest path length. We leverage the fact that the shortest path is turned on (i.e., has the conductances of its memristors increase to G ON ) at lower control voltages than longer paths, which suggest the use of a voltage ramp. Figure 2(a) shows the evolution of ∆G with time as the voltage is increased. We observe a sharp increase in ∆G, which corresponds to the shortest path turning on. The increase in conductance of the memristors on the shortest path creates an increase in the global conductance of the circuit, shown in Figure 2(b) . This increase can be detected by measuring the current going in and out of the circuit. The turning on of the shortest path corresponds to a sharp kink in the current, as shown in Figure 2 (c), and thus a drop below zero in the second time derivative of the current, as shown in Figure  2 (d). When this drop is measured, the control voltage is turned off and the result of the computation is read out as described in Section IV. Note that here the evolution of the system is stopped, contrary to the constant control voltage method where a steady state is reached. Figure 3 presents statistics on ∆G obtained from simulations and shows that this method, using a single voltage ramp, can successfully find the shortest path in thousands of graphs of various sizes. In addition to the square grid based topology (blue bars), we have performed similar simulations on graphs with a small-world topology (red bars). Small-world networks stand in-between regular and random graphs and describe many interesting problems 27 and are discussed in more detail in Sec. VI. Here we have generated small-world networks of different sizes and levels of randomness. For both topologies, all simulations exhibit ∆G well above zero, which validates this method.
We test the validity of our method for realistic devices by performing simulations on a square grid topology with the realistic memristor model and parameters described in Section III.
22 Figure 4 shows that ∆G is more widely spread than for the generic linear model. This is due to the fact that the realistic model produces smoother behavior and a weaker reinforcement mechanism. However, our approach remains valid, as all graphs exhibit ∆G > 0.
Furthermore, we investigate the influence of device variability. As shown in Figure 4 , even with 10 % variability on all device parameters, our approach still works. Interestingly, variability can even be an asset. For simplicity, in this study, we have restricted ourselves to shortest path problems with a unique solution. However, we have observed that, in the case of graphs in which there are two shortest paths of equal length between the considered nodes, systems with ideal devices tend to have lower ∆G than in the case with unique solutions. Qualitatively, the system tries to turn all shortest paths on simultaneously, which prevents the winner-take-all reinforcement mechanism to take place properly. However, device variability makes one of the shortest paths intrinsically more conductive and easier to turn on, which lets the system choose this path over the others and turn it on completely, thus, increasing ∆G. This is an interesting example of how, in bio-inspired computing, features of nanodevices usually seen as drawbacks can be beneficial.
VI. SCALING OF THE TIME AND ENERGY CONSUMPTION
In order to evaluate the potential use of our method, we study how the time and energy required by the computation scale with the size of the graph. The energy was estimated as the integral over time of the total current through the circuit times the voltage across the circuit. Additional energy will be spent for detecting the current second time derivative, reading the result and setting up the circuit, but this is out of the scope of this study as designing the full architecture of the system would be required.
Figures 5(a) and 5(b) present the time and energy consumption versus the number of nodes plus the number of edges for all our simulations with the generic model (corresponding to Figure 3 ). This combination is a common way to characterize the size of a graph. 1 We observe no correlation. However, Figures 5(c) and 5(d) show that the time and energy consumption correlate strongly with the length of the shortest path. Moreover, this scaling does not depend on the topology of the graph.
These results indicate a key advantage of the proposed method. Conventional algorithmic methods typically scale with the number of nodes and the number of edges, because the different nodes and edges are explored sequentially. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] In the present hardware implementation, the current explores the entire circuit in parallel, which makes the time and energy consumption independent of the size of the graph. This method would be particularly efficient for large graphs with small shortest paths. Such graphs include small-world networks. Standing between regularity and randomness, these are composed of many short range connections and a few long range connections. They exhibit high clustering and low shortest paths.
27 Small-world networks have been shown to describe many systems with important applications, such as power grids, the structure of the web, social media, and neural networks.
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We investigate the effect of a realistic memristor model and device variability by computing the time and energy consumption corresponding to the simulations used in Figure 4 . We observe that the scaling laws stay valid: as shown in Figure 6 , the time and energy consumption depend on the length of the shortest path. The fact that the time and energy consumption appear to scale independently of the topology or memristor model is promising for the ease of material implementation, as many types of devices could be used, and for the breadth of applications, as many types of graphs could be solved.
VII. OUTLOOK FOR A RECONFIGURABLE GRAPH SOLVER
In order for this approach to be of practical use, it must be reconfigurable for different problems. Finding the shortest path between different nodes of the same graph simply requires connecting the voltage source and ground to the new nodes. Modifying the graph is non-trivial. Nearest neighbor connections could be implemented by complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS) switches that are opened or closed to form the desired graph, as proposed in Ref. 15 . Longer range connections could be implemented by another set of memristive devices, arranged in conventional crossbar topolo-gies. The hybrid CMOS/molecular (CMOL) architecture, proposed in Ref. 31 , has been shown to give high densities of connections, which could be useful here.
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Building one physical system capable of implementing any graph problem is unrealistic. However, it would be possible to have specialized chips for types of graph problems. There would be one underlying hierarchical structure appropriate to the graph type, as well as many reconfigurable connections implementing specific problems. Such hierarchical architectures have been shown to be efficient at simulating large artificial neural networks.
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VIII. CONCLUSION
We propose a scheme to find the shortest path in a graph problem using a circuit of memristors. It includes procedures to detect and read the result. Our scheme does not require prior knowledge about the shortest path and has been validated on large number of graphs of various sizes and topology. We have shown that this scheme works for realistic device models and is robust to variability. It scales with the length of the shortest path in terms of time and energy consumption because of its intrinsic parallelism. This is a key advantage compared to conventional algorithmic methods that scale with the size of the graph. In particular, it would be best for studying large graphs with small shortest paths, such as social networks, neural networks, or power grids. These results are promising for hardware implementations of systems capable of performing fast and energy efficient analysis of large graphs.
More broadly, the field of swarm intelligence is rich, and implementing its concepts in hardware offers many paths towards energy efficient computing. For example, it was shown that implementing a swarm intelligence algorithm of image edge detection with circuits of memristors consumes less energy than conventional methods.
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Exploring other swarm intelligence ideas and different substrates to implement them is an exciting road towards low energy cost systems that perform complex optimization tasks.
